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Abstract
Previous research showed that short initial interaction in dyads accurately predicts future relation development. The paper extends these results from dyads to teams and demonstrates that data collected from short initial contacts (reciprocal relational preferences) are a sound basis for designing effective teams. In the approach we propose, potential team members have short initial contacts (popularly known as ‘speed dating’) and we use the information on interpersonal evaluations to create teams by maximizing the number of reciprocal relational preferences within a team. In a sample of 76 teams (N = 378, 36 attribute-based teams and 40 team-dating teams), we show that teams formed based on relational data are more effective than teams formed by maximizing within team diversity (gender and nationality). Team-dating teams show a better teamwork quality and develop more complex collective knowledge structures compared with attribute-based teams.
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Introduction
Very often, the knowledge-intensive work in contemporary organizations is delegated to teams (Benders et al. 2002; Devine et al. 1999; Reagans and Zuckerman 2001; Strang and Jung 2009; Vera and Crossan 2004). The rationale behind this is that teams integrate various individual knowledges into collective knowledge (Curşeu et al. 2008; Okhuysen and Eisenhardt 2002; Zárraga and Bonache 2005), leading to higher quality decisions and solutions (Harrison and Klein 2007; Hinsz et al. 1997). However, there is a discrepancy between the prevalence of teams in organizational life and our knowledge about the way in which they have to be composed in order to be effective. Despite the fact that teams have received considerable scholarly attention during the last two decades and our knowledge and understanding of team processes as well as team outcomes have substantially grown (Devine et al. 1999; Marks et al. 2001; Ilgen et al. 2005), the question of how to form effective teams remains largely unanswered (Hodgkinson and Healey 2008).

Studies of work teams showed that teamwork quality and team effectiveness are influenced by a variety of factors from group characteristics and resource availability to factors related to organizational context (Hackman 1990; Hoegl and Gemuenden 2001; Stewart 2006), and recent studies acknowledged the crucial role of human and social capital for team effectiveness (Ilgen et al. 2005; Katz et al. 2004; Oh et al. 2004; Reagans et al. 2004). For the particular case of
knowledge-intensive tasks, team success is dependent on the resources made available to the team through the qualities and attributes of the individual team members (team human capital) (Carroll et al. 2006; Harrison and Klein 2007), but also through the team members’ social relationships within the team as well as outside the team (team social capital) (Oh et al. 2004; Reagans and Zuckerman 2001). So far the team design literature has mainly focused on design propositions inspired by the team composition literature trying to optimize team human capital (Hodgkinson and Healey 2008; Stewart 2006). Because the nature and structure of social relations (team social capital) are highly relevant for team effectiveness as well, they should also inform the team design propositions in order to maximize the likelihood of sound team design principles (Jelinek et al. 2008; Romme 2003).

In terms of practical relevance, although data on team members’ relations (network data) is potentially valuable in team formation (Reagans et al. 2004), it is still rather difficult to use network analytic techniques to collect full scale data in real organizational settings and more parsimonious methods are needed in order to fully use the potential of network data in team formation. Therefore, the aim of our study is to combine the insights from team diversity literature and social network research to come up with viable practical suggestions for effective team design. As a consequence, we introduce and subsequently test a new team design strategy based on network data, called ‘team dating’, and explore the role of reciprocal relational preferences expressed after short initial contacts on teamwork quality and group cognitive complexity.

We hereby extend existing research in the following ways. First, we use a matching procedure, popularly known as speed dating, and a mathematical framework that generalizes pair matching based on initial contacts from dyads to teams, as a team composition method. This adds to the team design literature, in which relational preferences have been implicitly used in the so-called ‘self-selection’ strategy for team formation, but no previous attempt was made to use the direct as well as the indirect ties in a network clustering algorithm as a basis for team design. Therefore, the study contributes to the team design literature by testing the design proposition that reciprocated relational preferences expressed by participants can be used for designing effective teams. Second, by using social network theory concepts and methods, the study investigates the generalizability of first-impression theory predictions from dyads to the team level and thus provides a first building block of a micro-foundation, why teams that are formed on the basis of relational data might be more effective. Finally, the study connects the social networks literature with the literature on team processes and emergent states. Team processes and emergent states evolved as a rather independent area of study within the systemic approaches to teams and teamwork and so far there is little to no empirical evidence connecting this stream of literature with the developments in the literature on social networks. Rather than focusing on already existing within group ties (as is the case in most of the studies on networks and teams), we test the impact of ex-ante reciprocated relational preferences for future team members on team processes and emergent states.
Theory and Hypothesis

The team diversity literature is probably the most comprehensive stream of literature that explored the implications of human capital for team effectiveness (Hodgkinson and Healey 2008). There is, however, a lack of consensus in the team diversity literature as to which of the individual team members’ attributes are beneficial and which are disruptive for teamwork and team effectiveness (Hodgkinson and Healey 2008; Van Knippenberg et al. 2004). A recent taxonomy of team diversity introduced by Harrison and Klein (2007) emphasizes that attributes creating disparity or separation are disruptive for teamwork and team effectiveness, and attributes that create informational variety are beneficial for innovation, creativity and decision quality in teams. Team variety refers to the differences in type, source or category of relevant knowledge or experience among group members and therefore reflects a horizontal differentiation within teams that fosters creativity and innovation and increases decision quality in teams.

However, a team is effective in knowledge intensive tasks only to the extent to which it is able to successfully integrate the individual knowledge of its members (this process was labelled as knowledge integration by Okhuysen and Eisenhardt (2002), as the elaboration of task information by Van Knippenberg et al. (2004), or group cognitive complexity by Curşeu et al. (2007)). In this paper, we will use the term team cognitive complexity to define the richness of the collective knowledge structures that emerge as a team level phenomenon from the integration of individual specialized knowledge through interpersonal interactions. The knowledge integration process and the emergent team cognitive complexity are therefore essential indicators of team effectiveness in knowledge intensive tasks (Bogenrieder and Nooteboom 2004; Curşeu 2006; Curşeu et al. 2007, 2008; Hinsz et al. 1997; Okhuysen and Eisenhardt 2002; Strang and Jung 2009). A central argument in team cognition research is that knowledge integration in teams depends on the quality of interpersonal relations established among team members (Rentsch and Woehr 2004; Curşeu et al. 2008), a proposition that recently received empirical support (Curşeu et al. 2007, 2010). This is also in line with a general claim in the social network literature, namely that relationships are critical for acquiring information to be used for any kind of problem solving, be it on the individual or the group level. To summarize, next to team variety, the quality of interpersonal relations established among team members is an essential driver for team effectiveness. Effective team design strategies should therefore focus not only on the allocation of the human capital in teams (classic HR perspective), but also on the quality of interpersonal relationships within teams (a social capital approach) (Hodgkinson and Healey 2008; Minssen 2005).

In the social network literature a team is conceptualized as an emergent phenomenon described as a subset of fully connected nodes on at least one type of tie (Katz et al. 2004). Cummings and Cross (2003) showed that distinct hierarchical structures, structural holes of the leader and a distinct core-periphery structure were negatively associated with team performance in non-routine complex tasks. Moreover, the internal social network structure is a possible mechanism intervening between team composition and its performance (Reagans and Zuckerman 2001).
2001; Reagans et al. 2004). Trying to link team demography and internal as well as external social network characteristics with team performance, Reagans et al. (2004) tested a model in which the high demographic diversity of a team increases team performance by decreasing the internal network density and by increasing the external network range. The empirical results collected in an R&D firm from 113 employees involved in several project teams supported this model in which team diversity and specific network characteristics are closely linked, and dense internal networks are beneficial for team performance.

Using network data to manage teams, however, is a difficult enterprise. First, it seems that empirical data concerning the impact of internal network density on performance are equivocal. Second, although the internal network structure seems to be a mediating variable for team performance (Reagans and Zuckerman 2001; Reagans et al. 2004), the factors causing the emergence of tie patterns, which improve team performance, are not yet fully understood (Katz et al. 2004). Finally, most of the managers are not aware of the external network ties of their subordinates which makes using external network data to design effective teams difficult (Reagans et al. 2004). The main question is, therefore, how to collect reliable network data that are correlated with high teamwork quality and use them for team design.

We propose a shift in focus from using network data about the previous internal or external network structure of the team (which in the case of newly formed teams might be unavailable) to using relational data collected from short initial contacts among the potential team members. We argue that these data are accurate predictors for the development of interpersonal relationships within teams and, because these relationships are seen as being crucial for teamwork and team effectiveness (Marks et al. 2001; Ilgen et al. 2005), these network data can be successfully used to form effective teams.

In a simulation experiment, Krackhardt and Stern (1988) used an organization game to explore the impact of friendship ties manipulation on organizational performance. The authors grouped the participants in two hypothetical organizations based on the distribution of their friendship ties. The first organization was created in a way that minimized the occurrence of friendship ties within the organization and maximized the ones between the two organizations, while the second organization was created in a way that maximized the occurrence of friendship ties within organization at the expense of friendship ties between organizations. Four indicators of organizational effectiveness evaluated at the end of the last round of the simulation game, showed that organizations based on minimizing friendship ties outperformed the organizations based on maximizing friendship ties within their boundaries. Krackhardt and Stern (1988) argue that these results reflect a lock-in effect in naturally occurring groups (created by maximizing the incidence of friendship ties). However, more recent research (Hinds et al. 2000) shows that when using more instrumental types of ties (collaboration in a work-related project) the ex-ante reciprocated preferences may have beneficial effects on teamwork.

In a similar vein, the literature on group member familiarity shows that groups whose members have strong interpersonal ties (friendship ties) outperform groups whose members develop weak interpersonal ties (acquaintances) (Shah
and Jehn 1993; Jehn and Shah 1997; Okhuysen and Eisenhardt 2002). Moreover, Karau and Williams (1993) show in a meta-analytical study on social loafing that the chance of engaging in social loafing is lower for groups of friends than for groups of strangers. Therefore, results reported in the literature remain split about the relationship between friendship ties and team outcomes. Pre-existing friendship ties seem to have no effect or be detrimental for team functioning, while strong ties developed within groups upon task-related interactions seem to have both socio-emotional (increase the quality of teamwork) as well as cognitive benefits (foster creativity and learning) for team functioning. The question is, therefore, how can one predict the emergence of strong within-group interpersonal ties? This points to the importance of first impression formation.

Studies on impression formation have shown the strong and persistent effect of the first impression on the quality of the future relationship (Jones 1990; Ambady and Rosenthal 1992). A positive first impression is likely to trigger positive evaluations in future encounters and therefore strengthen the interpersonal relationship. In contrast, a negative first impression is very difficult to change even if sound counterarguments are provided later on, having therefore a negative impact on relationship development (Fiske and Taylor 1991). Also, experimental research on impression formation shows that the first adjectives presented in a profile list have a stronger effect on the personality impression than the later ones (Asch 1946). From a cognitive perspective, these findings have been explained as results of the primacy effect. The primacy effect refers to the enhanced sensitivity of the human cognitive system to the information placed at the beginning of a series to be remembered (Stewart 1965).

In the first impression field, a recent area of research concerns the accuracy of predictions for personal characteristics based on ‘thin slices’ of expressive behavior (Ambady and Rosenthal 1992, 1993; Borkenau et al. 2004). In this line of research several empirical studies showed that, based on very short initial interactions (from 30 seconds up to 4–5 minutes), people can accurately predict others’ personality characteristics and intelligence (Borkenau et al. 2004) and their sexual orientation (Ambady et al. 1999), and students can accurately predict subsequent teacher evaluations (Ambady and Rosenthal 1993). An extensive meta-analysis on the ‘thin slices’ literature carried out by Ambady and Rosenthal (1992) showed that people make accurate predictions about a wide range of social behaviors, interpersonal expectancies and biases (e.g. voting behavior, detection of deception in a relationship, future relationship development) after very short interactions (about 30 seconds), and increasing the length of the initial interaction up to 5 minutes does not significantly improve the accuracy of the predictions (Ambady and Rosenthal 1992).

A more specific investigation on the effect of the first impression on relationship development was recently carried out by Sunnafrank and Ramirez (2004). The authors asked students at the beginning of the academic year to make predictions about the later development of their relationships with several others based on a very short interaction (between 3 and 10 minutes). The results showed that the evaluations developed during initial conversations successfully predicted the long-term development of interpersonal relationships (Sunnafrank and Ramirez 2004). By extrapolating these results from dyads to groups, we
argue that reciprocated relational preferences are beneficial for the teamwork quality. Our first hypothesis is:

**Hypothesis 1.** Teamwork quality is higher in teams based on maximizing the number of reciprocal relational preferences than in attribute-based teams.

Other previous studies that explored ways of managing group diversity and fostering the positive outcomes of group diversity (their higher creative potential and larger pool of knowledge, abilities and skills, which are decisive for accomplishing complex tasks) identified interpersonal congruence as a crucial mediating factor (Polzer et al. 2002; Swann et al. 2004). Interpersonal congruence refers to the similarity between a person’s self-view and others’ appraisal of that person (Polzer et al. 2002). Initial appraisals after a ten-minute introduction contributed to varying levels of congruence within teams, and this congruence moderated the effect of diversity on team outcomes four months later, in the sense that diversity had a negative effect in low-congruence groups and a positive effect in high-congruence groups on creative task performance as well as on the social integration of the group and group identification. High interpersonal congruence resulting from a self-verification effect (targets bringing perceivers’ appraisals into line with their self-views) also improves the effectiveness of team processes (increases social integration and identification with the group and reduces relationship conflict) (Swann et al. 2000). Moreover, the study by Swann et al. (2003) shows that individuation (recognizing someone as a distinct individual) promotes self-verification effects and ultimately leads to a higher identification with the group and higher creativity. As argued before, reciprocated relational preferences are expected to indicate positive interpersonal evaluations and thus foster individuation effects in groups. The more group members individuate each other, the higher the chance of self-verification processes (Swann et al. 2003) and the lower the chance of social loafing (Karau and Williams 1993), which will ultimately lead to a better knowledge integration in teams (Curseu et al. 2010; Okhuysen and Eisenhardt 2002).

To summarize, maximizing reciprocal relational preferences within groups increases the chances of individuation and task participation of the group members and thus increases the elaboration of task-relevant information or the cognitive complexity of groups. The second hypothesis of this study therefore is:

**Hypothesis 2.** Team cognitive complexity is higher in teams based on maximizing the number of reciprocal relational preferences than in attribute-based teams.

**Methods**

**Sample and procedure**

The participants, 378 students (153 women) from Tilburg University, were distributed into 76 teams having four to six members. The teams were involved in two different courses, involving similar educational activities, and they were required to deliver a final team product (e.g. research project) at the end of the semester. From the total number of teams, 36 (N = 194) attended the first course...
and were created by assigning the students to a team based on their gender and nationality, while 40 teams (N = 184) attended the second course and were created on the basis of their expressed preferences in a speed-dating session. During a seven week period, all teams participated in several team activities during class (e.g. case analyses, discussion forums) or while working on the final project. Group level data were collected from these teams by using a team questionnaire and a conceptual mapping technique. The aim of this technique is to investigate the level of cognitive complexity of teams in relation to a specific conceptual domain. In the same meeting a questionnaire was handed out and the teams were asked to fill in the questionnaire by consensus.

**Independent variable**

The independent variable in this study is the team formation strategy with two conditions: attribute-based teams and team-dating teams. Attribute-based teams were created by maximizing gender and nationality diversity within each team. The reasoning behind this strategy is that increasing team diversity increases the elaboration of task-relevant information by bringing in different perspectives and will ultimately increase team performance in a complex knowledge production task (Hambrick et al. 1998; Harrison and Klein 2007). The diversity index was computed using a formula proposed by Teachman (1980), widely used in the team diversity literature (Williams and Meân 2004) and illustrative for the conceptualization of diversity as variety (Harrison and Klein 2007). The theoretical maximum for the diversity index (H) depends on the total number of categories within a group (Williams and Meân 2004). Since both types of diversity are expressed as dichotomous variables (gender: women and men, nationality: Dutch and non-Dutch), we only had two categories in our formula. The higher the values of the H index, the higher the team’s diversity. For teams consisting of only one category, H = 0.

To create the teams in the second condition (team-dating teams) a speed-dating session was organized. Because the students were involved in a course, the speed-dating session was performed at the beginning of the semester. The 184 students self-enrolled in six different subgroups based on their preferences for the lecture time schedule. A speed-dating session was held for each of these six subgroups. During this session each student had to interact for a short period of time (two minutes) with every other student in the subgroup. The interaction sequences were planned to optimize the time (to have as many simultaneous pair interactions as possible per time unit). The room was setup in a way that the partner changes were carried out as quickly as possible. Thirty seconds were granted for the partner change after each discussion round.

In the room, 17 locations were defined and each location was occupied by a speed-dating pair. The students were free to choose the subject of the conversation. To structure the process, the round number was announced before every new conversation between two students. Each student was provided with a table specifying the location in which he/she was supposed to be for each round and the partner he/she was supposed to meet there. In the last column of the table the students were instructed to write their decision about the discussion partner (their willingness to share the same team with a certain speed-dating partner). In
the instructions it was specified that a maximum of eight students could be chosen as preferred teammates. These expressed preferences produced a network with reciprocated and non-reciprocated choices.

A network clustering algorithm was then used to group the students into teams, subject to the constraint that each team must have five or six members. Reciprocated ties were given twice the weight of non-reciprocated ones, so that clusters (i.e. groups) should cover maximum weight. Optimal clustering thus corresponds to satisfying as many preferences as possible, but is computationally intractable in this and reasonably related scenarios (see, e.g., Gaertler 2005 for an overview). Given the nature of our data, however, most advanced clustering algorithms will efficiently yield sufficiently good solutions. Here, we used the network clustering approach introduced in Brandes et al. (2003) with subsequent manual inspection and minor rearrangements. See Figure 1 for an example.

Because the two courses were scheduled in the first study unit, we estimate that the likelihood of pre-existing ties within the two subsamples is relatively equal. Moreover, as shown by Hinds et al. (2000), the pre-existing ties are not very good predictors of preference for future team mates. Students use competence-related cues when they make a choice for future team mates.

**Dependent variables**

The dependent variables used in this study are teamwork quality and teams’ cognitive complexity. Teamwork quality is a multifaceted concept (see for a theoretical
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**Figure 1.**
The results of the individual preferences for others expressed during the team dating session (in the network, the marked clusters are the teams; 18 is a missing value)
Discussion Hoegl and Gemuenden (2001) and includes team process measures (communication, coordination and planning) as well as emergent states (cohesion and team potency). *Teams’ cognitive complexity* was used as an objective measure of the elaboration of task-relevant information (Curşeu et al. 2007). Since groups have been involved in a knowledge-creation task, cognitive complexity is crucial for team performance in this type of task and it will be an objective measure of team outcomes (Curşeu et al. 2010).

**Teamwork quality**

Each team was asked to fill in a group questionnaire evaluating group processes and emergent states. The team members were instructed to discuss every item of the questionnaire and agree upon a value that best described their team. Therefore, the data were collected at the group level. The group consensus method is superior to the conventional technique of aggregating individual responses in the sense that it has a better predictive validity and it satisfies better the requirements for collecting and analyzing team-level data (Bar-Tal 1990; Kirkman et al. 2001). The answers were recorded on a five-point Likert scale whose anchors were adapted to the content of each item (1 = completely disagree to 5 = completely agree). For every variable the final score was computed by adding the partial item scores.

*Team processes* refer to the interdependent actions of team members that lead to task performance (Marks et al. 2001) and three team processes were evaluated in this study: planning, coordination and communication. Planning refers to the process of dividing the general team task into sub-tasks and distributing them among the team members, developing a specific strategy to deal with the task, as well as clarifying the goals and general objectives of the team (Eby et al. 1999). Planning was evaluated in the present study by five items developed by Eby et al. (1999) (e.g. ‘The team has developed its own strategy in approaching this project’). Coordination reflects the synchronization of the team members’ actions and the progressive evaluation of the way in which these specific integrative activities are being done (Eby et al. 1999). To evaluate coordination we selected five items developed by Eby et al. (1999) based on their reported factor loadings (e.g. ‘The team members have monitored each other’s activity during the task’). Communication is the process of giving and receiving feedback among team members (Eby et al. 1999). The four items evaluating communication in the group questionnaire were selected based on their reported factor loading from Eby et al. (1999) (e.g. ‘During the debates, each team member has been carefully listened to by the others’). The Cronbach’s alpha for the 14 items used to evaluate team processes is 0.83.

*Emergent states* are epiphenomena created by the social interactions among the team members that are dynamic in nature and depend on team inputs, processes and outputs (Curşeu 2006; Marks et al. 2001). Two of the most commonly cited emergent states are evaluated in this study: cohesion and potency. Cohesion is a ‘dynamic process that is reflected in the tendency for a team to stick together and remain united in the pursuit of its instrumental objectives and/or for the satisfaction of members’ affective needs’ (Carron and Brawley 2000).
The four items measuring cohesion were selected from the Group Environment Questionnaire developed by Carron et al. (1985). The items were initially developed to evaluate cohesion as a multidimensional construct in sports teams, but items adapted from this questionnaire have been used in many other contexts (Carron and Brawley 2000; Blanchard et al. 2000). For the present study, two items referring to group integration – task (e.g. ‘Our team is united in trying to make high quality assignments’) and three referring to group integration – social (e.g. ‘The team members feel they belong to this team’) were selected from Blanchard et al (2000) based on their reported factor loadings.

Potency refers to the team members’ collective belief that the team can be effective (Guzzo et al. 1993; Gully et al. 2002) and in the present study was evaluated using five items selected from an eight-item questionnaire of potency developed by Guzzo et al. (1993) (e.g. ‘This team believes it can be very productive’). In their empirical study Guzzo et al. (1993) showed that group potency is a measurable attribute, which can accurately predict group performance. The Cronbach’s alpha for the 10 items used to evaluate the emergent states is 0.79.

Although teamwork quality is multifaceted, previous empirical studies reported a one-factor solution for all facets of teamwork quality (see for details Eby et al. 1999; Hoegl and Gemuenden 2001). The results reported in this study are similar: team processes and the emergent states are highly correlated as shown by the results reported in Table 1.

Teams’ cognitive complexity

A cognitive mapping technique was used to evaluate the cognitive complexity (or the degree of elaboration of task-relevant information) of the teams. In a conceptual map, concepts are represented as nodes and the strings represent the links between these concepts (Bougon 1992). The complexity of the map is illustrative for the way in which an individual or a team understands a conceptual domain (Calori et al. 1994). To study the teams’ cognitive complexity the 20 most relevant concepts for the studied domain were selected and used in the cognitive mapping session. A card-sorting technique was used for the conceptual mapping. Each team was presented with 20 cards on which the concepts were written and was asked to organize these concepts in a way that made sense to them. Then they were instructed to draw lines among these concepts and to specify on the connections the nature of the relation between concepts. Three indicators were used to evaluate the conceptual maps: map connectivity, diversity and complexity.

Conceptual map connectivity (CMC) refers to the total number of connections established between the concepts. Map diversity (CMD) was computed as the number of distinct types of relations established between the concepts. Starting from the taxonomy proposed by Gómez et al. (2000), we considered seven types of relations between concepts: causal (CA), association (ASO), equivalence (EQ), topological (TOP), structural (STR), chronological (CHR), and hierarchical (HIE) relations (Gómez et al. 2000). The CMD index could therefore take on a value between 1 and 7.
Conceptual map complexity (CMCo), on the other hand, was computed using the formula: \[ CMCo = \frac{CMC \times CMD}{NoC} \] where NoC is the total number of concepts used in the map. This formula for computing groups’ cognitive complexity was also used in a previous study by Curșeu et al. (2007) and it is derived from the definition provided by Calori et al. (1994): ‘the complexity of an individual conceptual system is determined by two interdependent aspects: the number of parts or dimensions of the system and the nature and the extent of rules for integrating these parts’ (Calori et al. 1994: 439). According to the formula used, the cognitive complexity for a team reflects the integrative complexity of a cognitive map – conceptualized as both the degree of differentiation and integration in the groups’ knowledge structure.

A second indicator for the cognitive maps developed by the teams was the accuracy of these maps. In theory, it is possible that groups develop highly complex yet inaccurate knowledge representations. Therefore, two experts working together mapped the concepts and the two resulting expert maps were used to benchmark the maps developed by the groups (the complexity of the expert maps is 9.75 for the first course and 10 for the second one). Based on the complexity of the two expert maps, we can conclude that no differences due to the type of content are to be expected between the two conditions. Two independent coders, unaware of the hypotheses of this study, compared each group map with the corresponding expert map on three dimensions: (1) the extent to which the conceptual clusters used in the group map is similar with the ones presented in the expert map (a conceptual cluster is an association of 3–6 concepts which are tightly interconnected), (2) the extent to which the concepts used in the map are connected in similar ways as the ones presented in the expert map and (3) the extent to which the map has in general, a similar structure with the expert map.

To check for the consistency of the evaluations an intraclass correlation coefficient was computed to adjust actual agreement levels for agreement by chance. The resulting values are .92 for the first dimension (clusters), .90 for the second (connections) and .88 for the third (general similarity) when using an absolute agreement definition and average measurement since the two evaluations for the three dimensions were averaged afterwards to compute a general accuracy score. Therefore, as a general indicator of cognitive map accuracy we used the mean of the two evaluations for the three dimensions described before.

**Results**

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics and correlations among the variables. The bivariate associations presented in the correlation matrix indicate provisional support for both hypotheses.

We performed four hierarchical regression analyses in order to further test our hypotheses. In all the regressions, group size was entered as a control variable in the first step of the analysis. Further on, two operationalizations of group variety (nationality and gender variety) were entered in the second step of the analyses. Finally, team formation strategy was entered in the last step of the analysis and
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations at Team Level (N = 76)

|                      | Mean | SD  | 1    | 2    | 3    | 4    | 5    | 6    | 7    | 8    | 9    | 10   |
|----------------------|------|-----|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|------|
| 1. TFS               | .52  | .50 |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
| 2. Group size        | 4.97 | .90 | -.43* |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
| 3. Gender variety    | .08  | .18 | -.10 | .09  | -.05 |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
| 4. Nationality variety| .08  | .18 | -.10 | .09  | -.05 |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
| 5. Communication     | 15.59| 2.35| .35**| -.12 | -.02 | -.14 |      |      |      |      |      |      |      |
| 6. Coordination      | 20.42| 2.77| .52**| -.21 | -.00 | .04  | .44**|      |      |      |      |      |      |
| 7. Planning          | 19.46| 2.53| .38**| -.08 | .08  | .01  | .38**| .60**|      |      |      |      |      |
| 8. Cohesion          | 20.18| 2.70| .36**| -.33**| -.07 | -.05 | .24* | .44**| .42**|      |      |      |      |
| 9. Potency           | 20.35| 2.14| .34**| -.12 | -.13 | .10  | .30**| .40**| .55**| .44**|      |      |      |
| 10. Team cognitive complexity| 3.55| 2.41| .47**| -.06 | .12  | .265*| .30**| .32**| .35**| .24* | .30**| .56**|
| 11. CM accuracy      | 40.32| 20.48| .38**| -.36**| .06  | .18  | .22  | .28* | .24* | .26* | .28* | .56**|

Note: ** – correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed), and * – correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed), CM – cognitive map, TFS – team formation strategy is a dummy variable with 1 team dating teams and 0 attribute-based teams.
it was coded as a dummy variable with team-dating teams coded as 1 and attribute-based teams coded as 0. The results of the regression analyses are presented in Table 2. Variance inflation factors (VIF) were used to check for multicollinearity, and because all VIF scores are below 1.24 we can conclude that multicollinearity was not a serious problem in the analyses.

The first hypothesis stating that team-dating teams will experience higher levels of teamwork quality as compared to attribute-based teams is fully supported. Team-dating teams enact more effective teamwork processes ($\beta = .55$, $p < .0001$) and report higher scores for the emergent states ($\beta = .37$, $p < .003$) than the attribute-based teams (see Model 3 in Table 2). Our second hypothesis is also supported and our results show that, in cognitive terms, team-dating teams develop more complex ($\beta = .58$, $p < .0001$) and more accurate cognitive maps ($\beta = .30$, $p < .009$) than attribute-based teams (see Model 3 in Table 3).

None of the team variety variables has a significant impact on the two dimensions of teamwork quality. However, as hypothesized by Harrison and Klein (2007), we found a positive significant impact of nationality variety on team cognitive complexity ($\beta = .32$, $p < .001$) as well as a positive and significant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step / Predictors</th>
<th>Team processes</th>
<th>Emergent states</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model1</td>
<td>Model2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Group size</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>-.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gender variety</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationality variety</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. TFS</td>
<td>.55***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$ change</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $N=76$, *$p<.10$, **$p<.05$, ***$p<.01$, standardized regression coefficients are reported for the respective regression steps, TFS team formation strategy coded as a dummy variable with teams formed on the basis of team dating coded as 1 and attributes based teams coded as 0, Team processes refer to the quality of communication, coordination and planning within teams and the emergent states are cohesion and potency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step / Predictors</th>
<th>Team cognitive complexity</th>
<th>CM accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model1</td>
<td>Model2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Group size</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>-.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gender variety</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationality variety</td>
<td>-.28**</td>
<td>.32***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. TFS</td>
<td>-.58***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$ change</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>-3.63**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $N=76$, *$p<.10$, **$p<.05$, ***$p<.01$, standardized regression coefficients are reported for the respective regression steps, TFS team formation strategy coded as a dummy variable with teams formed on the basis of team dating coded as 1 and attributes based teams coded as 0, CM – cognitive map, CC – cognitive complexity.
impact of nationality diversity on cognitive map accuracy ($\beta = .24$, $p < .02$). Gender variety has also a positive yet not significant impact on both cognitive complexity ($\beta = .15$, $p < .10$) and on cognitive map accuracy ($\beta = .06$, $p < .5$). Therefore, our results partially support the claim that team variety is beneficial for the teams’ cognitive complexity.

**Discussion**

The present study yields several important findings. First, this study shows that teamwork quality is better in teams based on reciprocal relational preferences expressed by potential team members after short initial contacts. It shows that relational data can be successfully used to design teams that experience higher teamwork quality. Second, the present study also shows that knowledge integration is more effective in team-dating teams than in attribute-based teams. Third, our findings also support the positive impact of team variety on teams’ cognitive complexity. The impact of team diversity on the elaboration of task-relevant information has been acknowledged several times as a main benefit of diversity (Williams and O’Reilly 1998, Van Knippenberg et al. 2004). However, as argued by Harrison and Klein (2007), only the horizontal differentiation within teams (variety) is expected to have a positive impact on teams’ cognitive complexity. Our results support this line of reasoning and show that team diversity as variety is beneficial for teams’ cognitive complexity.

This study contrasted two team design strategies: one based on maximizing within-team variety for a particular task in which team variety is supposed to positively influence performance and one based on relational data based on short interpersonal interactions. The effect of the independent variable (team design strategy) is significant both for teamwork quality and the cognitive variables evaluated as team effectiveness criteria in this study. Our results confirm that team processes are more effective in teams formed on the basis of relational data than in teams created on the basis of attribute data and that the former develop more complex representations related to the task at hand.

A possible explanation for the positive impact of team formation strategy on teamwork quality is the strong and pervasive effect of the first impression formation and cognitive social schema use (Jones 1990; Fiske and Taylor 1991). Very early in a relationship, people make predictions about the behavior of their peers and create expectations about the future development of a possible relationship, and often these predictions are accurate (Fiske and Taylor 1991; Ambady and Rosenthal 1992; Sunnafrank and Ramirez 2004). If the positive expectations are reciprocal, it is very likely that the quality of the future relationship will be very high and the way they will communicate within a team will be more effective, as our results show. The planning process is not exclusively dependent on social interactions but, within a team, the social interactions among team members are crucial since role assignments and action prioritization are essential parts of planning and strategy formulation (Marks et al. 2001).

Coordination is also an important process (an action process according to Marks et al. 2001) for task accomplishment through which individual contributions
are integrated into a team outcome. Both team planning and coordination are closely related to communication (Eby et al. 1999; Marks et al. 2001) and, as the results of our study show, these processes are more effective in team-dating as compared to attribute-based teams. Many scholars have acknowledged the fact that a team’s capability to perform in the future is an essential indicator of a team’s effectiveness (Hackman 1990; Guzzo and Dickson 1996). Group potency refers to the shared belief of team members that the team can be effective across tasks and contexts (Guzzo et al. 1993; Gully et al. 2002), and it is significantly higher in groups formed on the basis of relational data than in groups formed on the basis of the attributes of their team members.

The results of our study show a moderate negative association between nationality and team formation strategy (team dating teams have a slightly lower nationality diversity as compared to attribute based teams), however the correlation is not statistically significant (see for details Table 1). These results are the opposite of what Krackhardt and Stern reported in their 1988 study; nevertheless, they are in line with the results reported by Hinds et al. (2000), showing that people rely more on indicators of competence and not on similarity when choosing future teammates. In general, results concerning team effectiveness cannot be generalized across types of ties. Krackhardt and Stern (1988) focused on friendship ties, while in the present study we used the relational preferences, which as shown by Hinds et al. (2000) can be determined by other criteria when the expected outcome is the creation of a team with a specific task.

Concerning the second dependent variable (teams’ cognitive complexity), the team-dating strategy seems to also lead to better results. Team-dating teams had a higher cognitive complexity than attribute-based teams. Cognitive complexity is a functional aspect, which can be understood as a continuum with cognitive simplicity at one end and cognitive complexity at the other. High cognitive complexity refers to an information-processing style defined by the use of many interrelated constructs (Curșeu et al. 2007). The ability to process several dimensions in a conceptual domain results in the development of connections among the differentiated characteristics and in a better understanding of the conceptual domain. It is also beneficial for performance in cognitive tasks (Calori et al. 1994). Team-dating teams develop more complex and at the same time more accurate representations concerning a conceptual domain than attribute-based teams, reflecting in-depth information processing and an ultimately higher chance of being successful in performing a cognitive task.

**Limitations and future research directions**

Several limitations should be kept in mind when interpreting the results of our study. First of all, even though we used causal reasoning throughout the paper, we only explored the role of team diversity as variety and reciprocal relational preferences for teamwork quality and teams’ cognitive complexity. Team diversity and reciprocal relational preferences are indeed illustrative for the human and social capital within teams, which are important factors related to team performance (Harrison and Klein 2007; Van Knippenberg et al. 2004), but they are not the only ones. Other factors like motivation to work within a team
(Van Knippenberg et al. 2004), task characteristics (Gladstein 1984), leadership (Bono and Ilies 2006), team structure (Stewart and Barrick 2000) or team context (Hackman 1990) are also relevant factors in team performance. Especially, in order to fully test the hypothesis that relational data are superior to attribute data in team design strategies, further investigations are needed, taking into account the above-mentioned factors.

Second, and in the same line of reasoning, variability of the structural characteristics of the networks, based on which the team-dating groups were created, were not controlled for in this study. One important assumption is that the variability of the team-dating teams with respect to the expressed preferences is constant. This assumption is, however, not completely fulfilled since the structural characteristics of the preference networks are different (see for example Figure 1). The research design and the sample size made it impossible to control for this factor. Consequently, further research is needed in order to understand the way in which the structural characteristics of the initial network of preferences affect team dynamics and team effectiveness.

Third, the structure of the cognitive mapping task is a boundary condition for our findings. The participants were explicitly asked to reach consensus while organizing the concepts. In modern organizations, consensus is not the universal way of dealing with group tasks. In some instances cliques or factions emerge in groups, and it is not unlikely that each of these cliques or factions will develop their own cognitive map regarding the task. This particular aspect was not explicitly addressed in our study and it is certainly one of the issues to be addressed in further research on team diversity and team cognition.

Finally, because we used a sample of students involved in two courses, there are a few limitations that need consideration. Although we performed the team dating at the beginning of the semester, we cannot be absolutely sure that all the students were perfect strangers to each other. Our results are only in part attributable to first impression formation. We see, therefore, two main directions to further develop this type of research. First, the question of whether relational data is indeed superior to attribute data in team formation processes should be tested in more controlled settings (laboratory studies). Second, the results of this study should be replicated in other organizational settings. This should provide ecological support for using relational data to design effective teams in a variety of contexts.

**Theoretical and practical implications**

We believe that the results have both practical and theoretical implications for the study of teams. The main practical implication refers to the possibility of using relational data collected from short initial contacts to create effective teams. Our results show that internal relational data are a sound premise for creating effective teams. This is a major contribution in the field of team management. Most of the previous studies on group effectiveness used a post hoc strategy of data collection and identified the factors related with team performance. Designing management strategies based on such factors is actually very difficult because the complex interdependencies among them are not yet clear (Van Knippenberg et al. 2004) and some factors are simply not open to manipulation.
In contrast, relational data are easy to collect and to use and are reliable predictors of team dynamics and effectiveness. This emphasizes again the role of socialization, in that it may not always be possible for managers to organize team-dating sessions when a team needs to be formed, but rather ask the employees directly about their work-related preferences. This assumes that employees have extensive interpersonal knowledge and they know each other sufficiently well. The team-dating procedure is especially suitable when the opportunities for interpersonal contacts and socialization among organizational members are limited.

Moreover, the method proposed can easily be applied in many different inter- as well as intra-organizational settings. It can be applied to create teams within organizations to accomplish complex tasks, implement restructuring processes, and foster innovation of new products or processes. But it can also be used to form inter-organizational teams, for example, when implementing the merger of two companies. In this setting, the method would imply organizing a speed-dating session with all potential team members from both companies and subsequently selecting the cluster of persons with the most reciprocated ties involving an equal number of members from both companies as a side condition.

In other organizational settings, some additional issues might have to be considered when applying the speed-dating approach to team formation. First and foremost, it will rarely be possible to have every participant speak to every other participant because of time limitations and fatigue. Instead, for a given number of rounds, the dating pairs can be determined in a systematic way that ensures good mixing and eases evaluation. There are also degrees of freedom in the way that participants are asked for feedback, e.g. limits on the number of positive and negative choices or response scales. Depending on the type of response requested from participants, different clustering procedures may be appropriate. In particular, it is possible to deliberately build teams of varying quality with respect to interpersonal congruence. While we have already identified a number of criteria and solutions for different settings, the design and evaluation of more practical team-dating sessions, contact graph design and evaluation are beyond the scope of this paper.

From a theoretical perspective this study contributes to two streams of research: team diversity and network theory in team research. The empirical results reported in our study tested some of the theoretical propositions advanced by Van Knippenberg et al. (2004) in their integrative CEM theory and Harrison and Klein (2007) in their new group diversity taxonomy. The first contribution refers to the positive impact of variety on teams’ cognitive complexity; this offers further empirical support for the beneficial effects of team variety on knowledge integration and team outcomes. The second contribution refers to the use of network theory as a team design tool and not only as a post-hoc formalism to explain team dynamics. As mentioned by Katz et al. (2004), because in most studies network data are collected after teams have produced outputs, it is not really possible to clearly state the position of the network in the causal chain. In our case, all relational data were collected prior to team development and this shed some light on the position of relational data on the causal chain of team performance. As mentioned before, this particular aspect needs further attention and research but it is an important step in using network theory in team research.
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